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Fight, Says the Spirit 

 
Hear what the Spirit would say: Do you not know and do you not understand? 

Oh, but I say, Yes, you do. You know and understand, but all the more, all the more 
the advantage to those who lean into this understanding.  

Know this, that I have anointed you for service, and you have the capacity in 
Me to wear many hats—to take off one before you come in here, and put on another 
to worship Me in spirit and in truth. That you will know this knowledge—this 
knowledge will gain you all things for the Kingdom’s sake.  

Know this, that there is always, always a war in the Spirit to go some place 
that you have never been. A war for you and a war against you, says the Spirit of 
Grace. But if you could see, then you might be very encouraged, for greater are 
those that are with you than those that are against you, says the Spirit of Grace.  

Do you not know? Yes, yes, and you do know but must come to understand all 
the more that the dominion that you take will be the level by which your city, your 
state, your nation, and your world is taken under My dominion. For they do not 
know. They will live their life out and perish in darkness, not knowing the warfare 
that you understand and know by your Father. So take dominion in My Spirit, says 
the Spirit of Grace. Do not settle for good and do not settle for acceptable.  

Know this, that when you lift your hands and you worship Me, that you’re 
pressing past places in the darkness that have tried for many, many centuries to 
cover this planet and even the geographical location that you stand. Know this, that 
when you break through into those stratospheres of the Spirit, you will gain 
authority. You will not know until you go there what that freedom feels like, but I 
tell you on this side of it, and I cannot lie: Fight the good warfare.  

Do not be distracted by those things on your right and on your left, and know 
this, that you have been empowered to take off one hat and to put on another, to 
take off one garment and to put on another, to war with the sword, to put down the 
masonry trowel that builds the wall but [instead] pick up the sword and fight, says 
the Spirit. Fight, says the Spirit. Fight, says the Spirit, and you will win.  
 
 
 
 
 


